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Message of Welcome
Prof J M Laubscher, Chairperson, Productivity SA
The successful and active role of productivity in any economy requires participation from across the board; and consensus on what its aims and goals are, and
how it is defined. While different stakeholders will naturally express different
interests and angles, ultimately the composition has to be agreed upon in order
to achieve the stated and agreed outcomes. This requires the coordinated
participation of the definitive tripartite
alliance - government, business and
organised labour - to ensure a cohesive,
structured and dedicated agenda.
In South Africa, we have proudly achieved
all this, and more. The Productivity Advisory Council reflects all three parties’
interests, ensuring equal representation
and sustained, open and honest dialogue.
Significant growth economies worldwide
follow this model, including Japan and Singapore, and we are confident that we are
travelling steadily along the optimal path to
our attainable productivity objectives.
In the 40 years since our inception there
has been immense political, economic
and social change in the environment in
which we directly operate - South Africa
- as well as numerous global shifts that
have had a direct impact on our development and direction. It is to our credit

that we, as an organisation operating in
a developing economy in a country with
many unique challenges, have remained
flexible and adaptable when necessary,
yet steadfast in our commitment to bringing productivity and efficiency to South
African industry.
The signing of the groundbreaking Declaration on Productivity by SADAC by South
Africa, together with 11 other Southern
African Development Corporation (SADC)
countries, has taken Productivity SA and
South Africa to a higher, more involved
and influential level on the world productivity stage.
This has been even further enhanced by
the Pan African Productivity Association
(PAPA), of which Productivity SA’s exExecutive Director, Dr Yvonne Dladla,
was Secretary General, having been
granted Observer Status with the African
Union. Productivity SA’s current Acting
CEO, Bongani Coka, will continue to promote both the organisation and its cause
throughout Africa, and globally, at African
Union meetings and presentations.
Productivity SA has unequivocally secured
its place as the leading voice and expertise
in productivity and all its many relations in
South Africa, and across the vast African

continent, and we are confident that we
will escort the country and its companies
and organisations - large and small – into
the complicated yet exciting future of
global commerce.
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Message of Welcome
Bongani Coka, Acting CEO, Productivity SA
Forty years ago, on the back of dogged
determination, an innate drive to progress,
evolve and improve, and an unwavering
goal, mankind forever altered its view of
the world - and its limitations within it with the historical first landing of a man on
the Moon. “That’s one step for a man, one
giant leap for mankind,” were the famous
words of Neil Armstrong, aware that his
actions were not just a nation's, but the
world's, triumph.
At the same time, four decades ago,
the forerunner to Productivity SA, the
National Productivity Institute (NPI), was
borne out of the same driving desire to
reach new heights and traverse hitherto
unexplored productivity vistas. Navigating
by a set of goals and a unifying vision
designed to leapfrog South Africa into
the realms of productivity, efficiency and
staff retention/growth, the organisation
was the groundbreaking first step on
this trajectory.
The foundation years were forged by our
first Executive Director, Dr Jan Visser.
Through his vision, productivity was introduced to the economy, local government
and African economies bought into the
principles of productivity, and much time
was spent sourcing and introducing the
right productivity tools to create service

offerings designed to make the organisation a credible source for competitive and
productivity related issues.
Transformation followed by consolidation
were the legacies of the organisation’s
second Executive Director, Dr Yvonne
Dladla. Opening up the organisation to an
even wider and more committed range
of stakeholders ensured that Productivity
SA was a truly South African treasure
that was embraced and owned by all
involved. But more than that, it was now
operating on an international level, having
earned its place on the world productivity
stage. This was never more apparent than
when we hosted the 15th bi-annual World
Productivity Congress for the first time in
Africa, indeed, here in South Africa.

The following declaration was issued at
the end of the Congress:
We, the members of the global productivity community who have gathered in Sun City, South Africa from 22
to 24 September, under the shade of
the giant Baobab tree, have been inspired and informed by three days of
deliberation on the Congress’ theme
of ‘Competing in the Global Economy:
Leading Through Productivity’. We
have been energised by the vitality
and joy we have experienced through
our glimpses of South African culture.
Our deliberations regarding the path
to competitive success ranged from
identifying key Productivity Drivers to
building Sustainable Enterprises, to
the pros and cons of Global Human Resource Migration to learning the Best
Practices of leading enterprises. Like
the culture of South Africa, the dialogue has been fuelled by the richness
of our differences and has generated
sparks of innovation and inspiration.
After decades of positioning ourselves as
the country’s leading advisor on productivity, Productivity SA is honoured and
delighted to have been the ideal location
- and organisation - for the springboard of
productivity into the future, worldwide.

Definition of
productivity
To coin Productivity SA’s social partners
at Nedlac, “Productivity is the efficiency
with which Inputs of Capital and Labour
are used.”
Key elements of productivity are
• the outcome of productivity
is the continuous improvement of
performance; and
• the improvement must be measurable.
Key drivers of productivity are
• effectiveness (doing the right things)
• efficiency (doing things the right way)
• utilisation (optimum use of human
capital and physical resources), and
• elimination of all forms of waste.
Above all, the beneficiaries of
productivity must be the
• environment
• economy, and
• society.

Productive capacity building
Around the world the debate on productivity is changing. Traditionally, the concept
of productivity and competitiveness centred on the efficiency ratio between input
(resources) and output (goods and services). This has now evolved to include the
human element – productive capacity building of people.
Emerging markets such as ours face serious challenges to improve their
economies to the level where they can compete effectively with developed
countries. For South Africa, the challenge is not only establishing internationallyaccepted economic policies at government level, but to instil a culture of
productive behaviour and best productive practices. As part of the global
village we, as a country, region and continent, have to raise ourselves to the
level of global winners in quality production of commodities and competitive
productive practices.
From an economic perspective, productivity is a wealth-generating process that
drives growth. At the organisational level, wealth generation offers strategic
opportunities to distribute wealth to all stakeholders, from investors to suppliers
of labour.
Building productive capacity is, therefore, about creating the appropriate
environment, systems and processes that enable people to identify, harness,
develop and optimise the use of resources at their disposal. Producing
improved products and services (effectiveness) would, for example, stimulate
demand and better use of fixed capacity. Productivity could be improved by
better management or better allocation of resources, and a subsequent higher
rate of conversion (efficiency) or increased utilisation of resources.
All these, in turn, may be driven by factors such as innovation, quality, customerperceived value of products or services through branding, employee attitudes,
and even environmental conditions.

Vision
To lead and inspire a productive and competitive South Africa.
Mission
Productivity SA is a tripartite organisation dedicated to the
development and enhancement of South Africa’s productivity by
unleashing the spirit of continuous productivity improvement in
all South Africans.
Mandate
The mandate of Productivity SA is to promote and enhance
productivity throughout the South African economy.
Values
• Dedicated to developing and enhancing the productivity
of South Africans.
• Thrive on customer satisfaction through service excellence.
• Equity driven in all our interventions.
• Continuously challenge existing assumptions through
innovation and creativity.
• Social and environmental consciousness in everything we do.
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ity improvement than it was forty years
ago. At the same time, because it feels
good and right, it could lull workers and
managers into a false sense of wealth. If
we consider the recent spate of demands
in wage increases with no compensatory
commitment to productivity increase, it
raises great concern. Wealth must first be
created and then fairly distributed.

Dr J H Visser, Executive Director of the NPI
from 1969 - 1999.

When the productivity movement was
formally started with the establishment
of the National Productivity Institute,
we were convinced that South Africa
would only reach its true potential if
we succeeded in making the nation fully
productive.
There were strong political odds against
us succeeding since we firmly believed
that we should not become involved in
the politics of the day. Neither did we accept any political interference in what we
were doing or how we did it.
The present socio political dispensation
is much more conducive to productiv-

The debate between unions and employers should not be who can score at the cost
of whom during wage negotiations. The
debate should be about how we can work
together to create wealth and devise a
long term vision of how to share the created wealth.
One cannot help but feel that Productivity
SA has a major role to play in this arena.
As an honest broker the organisation is
ideally placed to bring the major players
together and devise a new way of looking
at the wealth stakes in South Africa.
We all agree that poverty is a core problem in the country. Unfortunately, poverty will never disappear through political manoeuvres: it can only be resolved
through productivity improvement. No
nation can ever increase its consumption
per person without increasing the production per person. That, after all, is the
bottom line of economics!
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Forty years ago, Productivity SA
embarked on a journey aimed at
lifting the lives of South African
citizens through increased
productivity. Without losing focus,
Productivity SA has been actively
spearheading the promotion of
productivity in South African
companies ever since, showing how
passionate Productivity SA has
been concerning the improvement
of the quality of life of every
citizen. I urge Productivity SA to
continue treading this path while
networking with other NPOs
in the PAPA member countries.
Happy 40th Anniversary and
many more happy returns.
Arthur Choobe, Head of NPO in
Zambia and PAPA Board Member
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The Foundation Years: 1969 – 1975
A nation’s standard of living is determined by the productivity of its
economy (The Global Competitiveness Report, 2003/04).
This fundamental and inescapable economic fact was the driving force behind
the motivation to establish a productivity
organisation in South Africa as far back as
1966. Productivity improvement was considered the most effective way of ensuring ongoing competitiveness, economic
growth and, consequently - the bottom
line - more wealth for all.
After numerous discussions regarding
how productivity should be promoted on
a national level, the Minister for Economic
Affairs established the Productivity Advisory Council (PAC) in 1968. Since its inception, PAC has consisted of representatives
of employer and employee organisations,
the government and individuals with a particular knowledge of productivity. Later,
PAC realised that a permanent work unit
was necessary to give effect to its work
programme and policy decisions, and on
1 July 1968, Dr Jan Visser was appointed
Executive Director to develop what would
become the National Productivity Institute
(NPI) the following year.
Despite its pioneering status, PAC had no
statutory powers and could not control
funds or appoint people, so the South Afri-

can Bureau of Standards (SABS) was chosen as a statutory ‘home’ for the fledgling
NPI. After a few years of association with
the SABS, however, it became clear that
the NPI should stand alone as a separate
organisation.
Following an extensive evaluation of numerous productivity centres throughout the
world, it was decided to maintain the tripartite structure of the PAC, but to organise
the NPI as a private, non-profit company.
NPI Operations
The NPI focussed on specific
problems causing low productivity,
therefore its functions fell into four
distinct areas:
• Providing assistance to individual
companies in their productivity
improvement Programmes.
• Creating productivity awareness
through information services,
general seminars, study missions,
publicity, etc.
• Conducting research in the field of
productivity and related matters.
• Promoting training and education
through specific programmes and
by assisting the relevant authorities
to ensure that the final products of
training are productive people who
match the needs of the job market.

Growth of the NPI
When the NPI initially embarked on its
unmarked path to productivity, it had a
choice of two directions: the creation of
productivity awareness; or addressing
specific problems hampering productivity
growth in the country. The feeling at the
time was that a general productivity awareness programme would be less effective
than a programme aimed at addressing
specific problems causing low productivity, therefore the latter approach was
adopted and work started immediately.
Many of the NPI’s achievements were
based on very sound pioneering productivity measurement work, and the NPI became known throughout the world for its
excellence in productivity measurement.
The development of the Resource Allocation Strategist (REALST) productivity
measurement model, which determines
to what extent an organisation’s financial
performance is influenced by price recovery and productivity, was a major breakthrough for the NPI. REALST was marketed globally and is still generally regarded
as the most comprehensive and reliable
productivity measurement model available
in the world.
However, generally, productivity measurement has little value unless it is supported
by very specific hands-on measures. The
productivity measurement was undertaken
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in the ladies and girls clothing industry, and
concepts such as 'time per standard seam'
and 'needle up' were created in this field.
Linked to this success, the NPI did monumental work in the measurement of clerical productivity, which led to the development of Management of Administrative
Productivity (MAP). This work has been
used extensively throughout Europe and
North America. In addition, it established
'time standards' for foundries and 'standard times' for metal machining.
Because productivity has always been
judged as a holistic concept by the NPI, it
went out of its way to develop an approach
in which industrial engineering, human
resource skills, marketing and financial
analysis were integrated.
Industrial engineering was considered to
be of crucial importance in the country’s
productivity drive, and an NPI study of the
supply and demand of industrial engineers

Dr Visser appoints his first professional members of staff.

The 6M course in basic business concepts was created to motivate the workforce to improved productivity.

in South Africa, and the likely future
demand, became a guide for universities
and technikons in establishing proper
industrial engineering education facilities.
As human resource management is of
crucial importance in productivity improvement, the NPI established a group of specialists who introduced concepts such as
competency modelling and training needs
analysis to South Africa.
Close cooperations were maintained
with national and industry bodies which
delt with matters related to the NPI’s
mission. These included various working groups of the National Manpower
Commission, education authorities, the
Human Sciences Research Council, the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, and specific industry federations,
such as those of the footwear, clothing

The first productivity measurement study in South Africa
was undertaken by the NPI in the men’s and boys’
clothing industry.

and textile industries. The NPI was also
closely involved with many industry training boards.
During this time, the NPI believed participative management was essential to
achieving productivity success, leading
to the acceptance of quality circles as an
effective means of creating participative
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management, and the subsequent establishment of the National Association of
Productivity and Quality Circles of South
Africa (NAPROQCSA).
Various original training and development
programmes have been offered by the
NPI, with the 6M Simulation Programme
being the most successful. 6M, which
trains industrially unsophisticated employees on the fundamental concepts of
business and the economy, was later enhanced by the development of other products aimed at supervisors and shop stewards. Hundreds of thousands of trainees
have done the 6M training countrywide,
creating an infrastructure of knowledgeable people who make an invaluable contribution to productivity improvement in
South Africa.
The NPI’s consultancy activities brought a
new dimension to consultancy in the country. It was committed to addressing the
true problems of clients, and not aimed
at marketing specific consulting products

that are normally encountered in an organisation. Later, the NPI combined its
know-how with expertise in the fields of
industrial engineering, human resources,
marketing, financial analysis, productivity
measurement, etc.

Bosal’s Group Logistics Director, Doug Renecle (right) discussing the merits of Theory of Constraints with a colleague.

The NPI undertook to improve productivity in all sectors of
the economy.

and approaches. The need to provide a
comprehensive consulting service to the
South African economic community required that the NPI invest heavily in highly
skilled people, covering all the disciplines

The consulting arm of the NPI was
strengthened by the introduction of
well-established and scientifically impeccable approaches, such as the Theory
of Constraints, initiated by the Goldratt
Institute in the United States, the Whole
Systems Design technology of Marvin
Weisbord, and other related approaches.
The NPI’s viewpoint to consultancy was
indicative of the character and culture of
the organisation throughout the years:
never compromising on quality and believing that only excellence can truly survive
in South Africa.
The NPI was later registered on the World
Bank’s list of consultancies and it was
hoped that its expertise could be used in
other African countries.

The AHI hereby joins the chorus of people celebrating the 40th anniversary of Productivity SA.
Historically, the institution has played a pivotal role in creating a better understanding of, and
commitment to, promoting productivity in our economy and organisations. The task is even
bigger now, i.e. to propel the country to even higher levels of productivity. Therefore, our heartiest
congratulations on your 40th birthday!
Prof Stef Coetzee, Executive Director, AHI
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1998 & 1999

When those of us who had been nominated to represent the trade union movement at the NPI took up
our seats on the board in 1998 after being appointed by Mr. Tito Mboweni, the then Minister of Labour,
it became clear that the NPI would never be the same. This symbiotic relationship had a number of
salutary effects on us as social partners in our stated objectives to uphold sustainability as both a societal
and business imperative. Personally, my appointment as the Deputy Chairman of the NPI and driver of
the Productivity Awards was the pinnacle of my contribution to the institution.
Zithulele Cindi, CEO, Unity in Corporation
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Growing Up: 1976 - 1999
On 1 April 1976, the NPI started operating
as an association not for gain in terms of
Section 21 of the Companies Act. A Board
of Directors was selected from the members of PAC to reflect the overall composition of the Council, and Dr S J Kleu was
the first NPI Chairman.
The NPI was broadened and enhanced
with the appointment of six directors in
addition to the Executive Director; four
discipline-oriented and two industryoriented directorates created and enhanced extensive interaction of professional skills.
Further expansion was realised soon after
with the establishment of an NPI office in
Durban in 1976, and Cape Town following
in 1978, to meet the niched requirements
of coastal industries.
Initially, the NPI was fully state-financed,
with funds allocated to it being channelled

Dr PJ Van der Merwe

Dr SJ Kleu (Chairman)

through the Department of Trade and
Industry (dti). In 1981, it was decided
that the then Department of Manpower
Utilisation would be better positioned to
work with the NPI. It was argued that
productivity deals with wider issues
than just trade and industry, and since
manpower was regarded as the single
most important production factor, the
move was regarded as a positive one.
The Minister of Manpower fully endorsed
the NPI’s activities and services, and the
organisation received an annual grant
from government, which was used to
finance research into productivity matters
and promotional activities that were in the
national interest.
Right from the beginning Dr Visser felt
that the NPI should become involved in
consulting work to ensure that the research undertaken remained relevant to
market needs.

Mr SA Press

Dr H Snykers

The first consulting assignments were undertaken within three years of the establishment of the NPI; however, it was not
long before the NPI started experiencing
fluctuations in the government’s financial
contribution, resulting in consulting work
also being necessary simply to ensure its
financial stability.
The NPI was the first productivity organisation in the world which worked on both
the micro and macro level, demonstrating that by working on these two fronts,
both elements are enriched. When the
productivity notion was created for specific industries, many productivity centres
felt that it could be very problematic, but
carefully watched what the institute was
bringing to the party.
A number of years later, when the work
of the NPI was fully established, various
productivity organisations emulated what
the organisation had done.

Mr LN Celliers

Mr LA Beard (Vice Chairman)
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National Productivity Awards
In a calculated bid to raise the status of
the NPI and create heightened awareness
of the importance of productivity, the
NPI launched the National Productivity
Awards. On 1 June 1979, the first six
National Productivity Awards winners
were announced, with five organisations
receiving Merit Certificates.

clearly identified, and the results of their
productivity improvement efforts had to
be clearly visible.

and South African Transport Services are
the only organisation to win two Gold
Awards in the same year.

Highest industry accolade
The National Productivity Awards have
been one of the most prestigious and
sought after awards for business endeavours in South Africa, and have been
won by individuals, state departments,
research institutes, professional organisations, and companies large and small, all
of whom have achieved outstanding productivity improvement of some sort.

In 1996, the awards structure changed
again to more fairly reflect the various
organisations taking part, and incorporated
two categories within the Gold sector:
Small Business and Open. It was in this
year that the SA National Defence Force
took Gold. In 1998, the first Individual
Award: Gold went to Jack van Tonder
(Spoornet), while a Special Recognition
Award: Gold was presented to Dr Hugo
Snyckers, the outgoing PAC chairman
of eight years, and Chairman of the NPI
Board of Directors.

As well as local and international industry
recognition, winners also receive a comprehensive assessment of their organisation’s
overall productivity status, currently valued
at around R60,000 in consulting hours.

Dr Visser (right) congratulating some of the very first winners.

Adjudication requirements
All individuals or organisations that contributed significantly to South Africa’s
productive capacity through organisational or other initiatives could submit
an application. The nature and extent of
the productivity improvement had to be

Award winners
Sappi Forests (Pty) Ltd won three times
(1979, 1983 and 1985), as did Iscor
Limited (1980, 1985 and 1986), while
awards were presented twice to Sasol
(1986 and 1987) and Toyota SA (1980 and
1984). Toyota SA is the only receiver of
a Supreme Award, presented in 1984 in
recognition of the company’s continued
and exceptional productivity drive. The
first municipality to win an award was the
Alberton municipality in 1987.
In 1988, the categories changed from
Award Winners and Certificates of Merit,
to Gold, Silver and Bronze award winners.
Nissan SA took gold twice (1988 and 1994),

One of the original NPI Awards.
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In all its activities the NPI adhered to
the following principles and concepts
• Cooperation
The very nature and structure of PAC
as a partnership between employers,
employees and government supported
the NPI’s policy of cooperation. In all
its activities, the NPI insisted on the
workforce being kept informed and involved in the productivity improvement
processes. Management was required
to inform labour organisations of proposed projects which would affect their
members. Throughout NPI projects,
the active involvement of the workforce
in improvement activities was continuously sought.
• Labour and capital productivity
Both labour and capital productivity were
emphasised in all NPI activities. Labour
productivity was regarded as important,
since without labour none of the other
production resources can be productively
utilised. Capital productivity was regarded as of the utmost importance
due to the relative scarcity of capital in
South Africa. In all its recommendations
for productivity improvement, the NPI
stressed the need to create jobs and
select the most appropriate technology
without jeopardising the productivity
of any of the other resources, or the
competitiveness of the organisation.
• Education and training
Education was regarded as being of

Both labour and capital productivity were documented, as
both were of equal importance.

crucial importance, since it contributes
significantly to a more productive workforce. For those workers already outside
the formal education system, training
programmes were developed and management was urged to ensure that workers were adequately trained to perform
their jobs productively. An understanding of basic business principles and the
functioning of the economy, as well as
the need for functional literacy, were
stressed throughout the NPI’s activities.
• Wealth creation and
equitable distribution
All NPI projects were aimed at increasing the financial performance of the organisations concerned, so creating more
wealth. These projects aimed to ensure
the long term viability and growth of
companies, and in doing so maintained
existing jobs and created new job opportunities. The NPI stressed that the gains

Productivity began to capture public attention.

of productivity improvement should be
equally shared by the owners of the
capital (shareholders), the workers and
the customers.
• Adherence to
international standards
When the NPI set time standards, for
example, care was taken to ensure that
these standards were in line with internationally accepted industrial engineering practices. The requirements of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
were especially adhered to. All products
which were developed, acquired and/or
adapted by the NPI were scientifically
tested and validated before being applied in the market.
It was decided that, since the manufacturing industry would become the hub
of the South African economy in future,
the NPI should focus on this sector of
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the economy. The productivity performance of individual branches of industry was assessed using published statistics. This indicated specific branches
of industry that had shown little or no
productivity growth, and whose productivity was clearly lower than that of
their overseas counterparts.
From the shortlist, the men’s and boys'
clothing industry was selected as the first
branch of industry to be studied. It was
the subject of a national survey in which
the productivity performance of some 45
companies was studied and reasons for inadequate productivity identified. This study
was executed by a multi-disciplinary team
consisting of clothing engineers, human resources experts, marketing specialists and
financial analysts. The first study was certainly not technically as sound as some of
the latter studies conducted, but it did bring
to the fore three major factors that formed
the cornerstone of the NPI’s work:
• Productivity is a holistic concept which
goes far beyond the utilisation of labour
in the production department. The productivity of an organisation depends
not only on the production department,
but also on factors such as the quality
of marketing and the skills of the people.
• Productivity levels in organisations are
determined by the quality of management more than anything else. The NPI
would never be able to improve the
productivity of a company - that re-

mained the responsibility of management. At the same time, management
could not achieve anything unless it succeeded in involving the total workforce
in the quest for excellence.
• It is almost impossible to improve productivity unless it is accurately and unambiguously measured. This realisation
led the NPI to concentrate on developing
ways to measure productivity accurately.
Following the first investigation and the
publication of the report, it was clear that
no progress would be made with productivity improvement in the clothing industry unless ongoing support was given to
encourage it to actively pursue productivity.
This gave birth to productivity units
that were to be charged with the responsibility of helping industries to improve
productivity on an ongoing basis. Units
were formed for many of the industries
for which a national survey was done.
In fact, some 15 units were active in the
NPI at one stage, resulting from a total of
29 national surveys.
During these early stages of its inception,
the NPI started implementing a course
in Basic Business Concepts aimed at
motivating the workforce to work more
productively. This targeted the illiterate
and semi-literate workers in over 600 organisations, in all sectors of the economy.
In the early 1980s, there were approximately 1 000 trained instructors operating

throughout the country, who trained over
half a million employees.
1974 saw the establishment of the Clothing Industry Productivity Association (CLIPA), an independent company for productivity improvement in the clothing industry.
As well as proving the individual clothing
manufacturers’ commitment to an on-going productivity improvement, its success
also provided a drive to the establishment
of other productivity units. CLIPA was later
incorporated into the NPI.
The Clothing and Textile Units’ involvement with the dti's studies in the clothing
and textile industries enabled the NPI to
facilitate a closer relationship with the retail pipeline, improving production planning
and communication to the benefit of all.

The clothing industry, being labour intensive, required high
levels of skills, both technical and supervisory.
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began to write for the journal, contributing
to Productivity SA’s steady growth in both
circulation and prestige.

In 1984, the first week in
September was designated
Productivity Week on the national
calendar, to focus awareness on
productivity of the country.

Productivity impact on
engineering and building
To deal with the highly variable and
changeable nature of civil engineering
and building, the construction unit adopted a holistic approach to productivity
improvement. This saw the development
during 1984 of an integrated system of

evaluation and training for all levels, from
top management down to workers. Successes followed in 1986 and 1987 when
two construction-related companies who
used the process won Productivity Merit
Certificates in the NPI’s prestigious Productivity Awards. The initiative was taken
further with the civil engineering industry,
where techniques of competency modelling and the psychological map were
used together for the first time in developing a practical process for identifying potential supervisors and managers.
The Industrial Engineering department
played a major role in the software development for PCs. The STAMP system
– a time standards package – for the
clothing industry was computerised and,
although it took seven years for manufac-

Dr Visser (left) handing a copy of the Training Course
Directory to the then Minister of Manpower, Fanie Botha.

By this time, the first national study that
the NPI undertook in the clothing industry
already begun to bear fruit. The continuation of this pioneering work over the
years resulted in the completion of 22 national studies in the early 1980s.
In light of all this, in 1988 the bi-monthly
journal of the NPI, Productivity SA,
earned international acclaim at the World
Productivity Symposium in the United
States. It was honoured as the world’s
leading productivity journal. Many of the
world’s foremost productivity role-players

The manufacture of agricultural and irrigation machinery came under the spotlight of the Metals and Engineering Productivty Unit.
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turing to accept this type of stand-alone
software, it provided an opportunity for
the NPI to undertake further development of software for productivity packages, including
• Merlin – calculates optimum batch sizes
for mass-volume production, as well as
forecasting materials requirements,
ensuring sound production planning
and optimal capacity utilisation.
• Miser – produces optimum formulations
for mixtures of ingredients whilst
ensuring that quality, nutrients and
other levels are maintained.
• Wizard – processes manpower
requirements, operational time and
direct costs in areas as diverse as civil
engineering, forestry and wholesale
distribution.
• Orchestra – industrial engineering
planning programmes which start
with the design of studies and follow
through to the presentation of results.
• VMIS – an information system developed by the Data-processing department to assist vehicle fleet managers
with cost control, the measurement
of vehicle performance, and the determining action of optimum vehicle
replacement times.
• Excalibur – creates individualised
databases of accurate task standards.

Human resources: The development of employee skills through training is a strong foundation for improving productivity.
The company trains workers on the spot in mobile caravans.

• Formula One – offers a large project
planning capacity and provides a
realistic, fast and powerful planning tool.
Organisation structure
An organisation structure was developed
to appoint staff to manage separate industries, including clothing, textiles, municipalities, industrial engineering, finance,
human resources, etc., to ensure they
functioned optimally.
Towards the end of 1991, a major strategic
planning exercise was undertaken to determine how to meet market needs in the
medium and long term.
The structure at this stage, with its large
number of small business units, was seen

as working against holism, one of the most
important characteristics of productivity.
So, a new organisation structure came into
existence on 1 April 1993, straddling four
divisions:
•
•
•
•

Consulting
Training and Education
Productivity Strategy and Liaison, and
Productivity Awareness and the
Development and Acquisition of
New Technology.

By the late 1990s, a critical process of
transformation was under way at the NPI,
many elements of which reflected the
historical changes that the country itself
was experiencing at this time.

This was the era
of transformation
and reorganisation of
the NPI to align with
government priorities.

2000

2001-2003

2004

Initiatives were

Launch of the

undertaken to fulfil

Productivity Capacity

the NPI’s tripartite

Building Programme.

mandate to champion
the development of
South Africa’s productive
capacity, such as the
Social Plan.
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The organisation in transformation: 2000 - 2004
Between 1999 and 2001 there was a noticeable shift in the strategic direction of
the NPI, undertaken to align its policies
with those of the metamorphosising country in these revolutionary times. Significant
changes within the NPI included
• the first truly tripartite (labour, business
and government) Board of Directors
was put in place;
• a Social Plan and Productivity Advisory
Council (SPPAC) governance structure
was set up;
• a new Executive Director was
appointed with a more representative
management team than in the past;
• a new dynamic vision and mission was
finalised; and
• the brief of the NPI had been expanded
to include a specific role in the
outcomes of the Presidential Jobs
Summit, including the Social Plan and
Workplace Challenge.
The revised vision, mission and structure
of the organisation also reflected this
change in direction.
The NPI’s mandate was to serve the interests of government, organised labour
and business through the enhancement
of productive capacity. Not only did the
NPI meet its mandate by building capacity
through sound project management skills
- regarded as a core function of the organi-

tivity Declaration, signed by the Heads
of State of the SADC countries in August
1999, there was an urgent need for a
productivity accord among NPI social
partners.
Under the leadership of the new Executive
Director Dr Yvonne Dladla, the NPI
focussed on finding ways to determine
how it could impact on the productive
capacity of South Africa, and individuals
and organisations needed to be an integral
and involved part of this process. One of
the primary thrusts was towards cultivating
the productive capacity of small, medium
and micro enterprises (SMMEs), the youth
and rural communities, where the need
was greatest.
The NPI's Social Plan team (left to right): Dr Dudley Jackson,
Mandisa Mzondeki-Makhene, Desireé Fisher, Iggy Sathekge
and Jacob Graaff.

sation - it surpassed it by recognising the
need to focus on managing large projects
through pursuing partnerships with other
suitable government agencies.
The NPI of the new millennium
The NPI’s central theme, ‘Building a
nation at work,’ was developed from the
speech delivered by then President Thabo
Mbeki at the opening of Parliament on
25 June 1999.
As well as supporting the African Renaissance and its commitment to the Produc-

Dr Yvonne Dladla was appointed new Executive Director of
Productivity SA.
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As a major strategic offensive to curb retrenchments due to rationalisation, the
Social Plan looked for turn-around strategies through re-skilling people to make
them more productive. Another programme was the Workplace Challenge,
which focused on the shop-floor transformation, bringing managers and workers
closer together in joint responsibility to
make the whole team more productive.
Since the public sector was, and still
is, the major employer in the country,
the NPI’s partnership with the government was critical. The challenge was
to facilitate a process of bringing stakeholders together to create a productivity
agreement, but for this to happen there
needed to be a common understanding
and definition of productivity: the NPI
wanted to make the concept of productivity gain-sharing a practice, where employees at all levels share the gains of
increased productivity.
At this time South Africa was undergoing
an economic transformation, and the
major social partners (business, labour
and government) needed to move
beyond social dialogue to become true
partners. They had to make fundamental
trade-offs to ensure that the anticipated
benefits of this economic metamorphosis materialised in an equitable and
socially just manner.
Since South Africa’s reintegration into the
world economy after years of isolation

and sanctions, the pace and impact of this
transformation was dramatic.
South Africa’s outstanding productivity
performance during these years resulted
in the country being ranked 42nd out of 49
in the highly rated World Competitiveness
Yearbook, 2001.
At the same time, the NPI became the
South African partner of IMD (the Switzerland-based publisher of the World Competitiveness Yearbook), meaning that the NPI
would supply the hard data that formed
the core of the ranking criteria. For the first
time, the South African data on which the
rankings were based was representative
of all groups in this country.
The NPI was becoming an established
national productivity organisation, playing
its role in all sectors of society. Various
initiatives were undertaken by the NPI to
fulfil its tripartite mandate to champion the
development of South Africa’s productive
capacity for the benefit of all SA citizens.

• Emerging sector
To ensure the sustainable development
of South Africa’s productive capacity,
the NPI promoted and facilitated access
to resources, training, skills and technology for women, youth and education,
rural communities and SMMEs.
• Knowledge and skills
Particular sets of competencies (knowledge, skills and values) and implementation methods were developed on a
sectoral basis, as well as on an organisational level, as required.
• Consulting
Highly experienced staff offered productivity training, auditing, facilitation,
measurement and other programmes to
meet the needs of private and public
sector organisations of all sizes and
from all sectors. The organisations included non-governmental organisations,
small entrepreneurs and community
development projects.

These activities were a reflection of the
diverse range of knowledge, skills and experience among NPI staff, and the organisation’s ability to assist small and large organisations, including public and private sectors,
as well as non-profit organisations.

• Technology development
In line with national strategic requirments, the division focused on offering
technology support through identifying
and developing technology best practices for the NPI’s target markets to improve productivity.

New programmes
Towards the end of the 1999/2000 financial
year, a new structure to accelerate the change
in strategic direction was agreed upon.

• Strategic projects
The NPI played a crucial role in substantive tripartite initiatives by offering technical support.
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Operations
After this process the NPI was wellshaped and geared to meet the new and
complex needs of South African business.
From a simplistic notion that productivity
was about producing more with less, the
NPI began to encourage the perception
that productivity that is not based on the
needs of people is of little use: the thrust
must be to develop productive capacity
for the betterment of all.
Workshops on productivity were conducted for the largest trade union federation
for all their shop stewards; many businesses were assisted in their turnaround
strategies (and many jobs were saved in
these processes); and the NPI was working with several government ministries
on a range of issues.

On behalf of the Botswana National Productivity Centre
(BNPC), I wish to express our sincere gratitude to Productivity
SA for the invaluable guidance and support, especially in the
development of the national productivity statistics (indices).
Having been established much later, the BNPC learned a lot
from Productivity SA on productivity enhancement programmes.
Long live the African productivity movement!
Thembo Lebang, BNPC Executive Director and PAPA President

of the World Academy of Productivity
Science, ensuring that the cause of African
productivity would be highlighted.

Dr Dladla was appointed Executive
Director to the PAPA interim board as
the Secretary General. Dladla followed
in the footsteps of Dr Visser, who had
also sat on the board of PAPA, and took
his groundbreaking work to even greater
levels. The NPI believed that PAPA was
an ideal platform for popularising the cause
of African productivity, so ensuring the
facilitation of partnerships with SADC and
other African productivity bodies.

The introduction of the New Partnership
for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) gave
the NPI’s operations a boost. Amongst
other things, NEPAD dealt with capacity
building to improve the effectiveness of
existing structures and organisations,
which is exactly what the NPI does. The
type and range of productivity-enhancing
instruments applied by the NPI made
the organisation a key player in the
renaissance of Africa’s economies and
communities envisaged by the architects
of NEPAD.

Other key international bodies that the
NPI was working closely with included the
ILO and productivity institutes from Asia,
America and Europe. Another highlight was
the appointment of Dr Dladla to the board

Intervention in the 'second' economy
To assist SMMEs, people with disabilities
and the youth, the NPI had critical alliances with SMME directorates and service providers in Gauteng, KwaZulu Natal,

Mpumalanga, Limpopo, North West, and
Northern Cape. As a result of this intervention, a unit that focused on entrepreneurs with disabilities was established,
student internships were introduced,
whilst the National Schools Productivity Debate project aimed at productivity
awareness amongst the youth was also
showing signs of success.

NPI interventions resulted in assistance for entrepreneurs
with disabilities.
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A joint research project between the NPI
and the Gauteng Institute for Education
Development, which envisaged how productivity could be incorporated into learning, was submitted to the Department of
Education (DoE) for consideration. Meanwhile, the Productivity Capacity Building
Programme (PCBP) was formally launched
in Tembisa. People targeted for training
included owners and employees of active
SMMEs, declining operations and poverty
alleviation projects. Ten community based
projects were also assisted to assume
business status by moving to mini industrial premises in Ekurhuleni.
By 2003, the NPI had succeeded in establishing itself as a productivity expert,
as part of its vision to champion produc-

Kobo Letsiti, essential oils farmer, sees the importance
of quality.

Ponto Mpate coffin manufacturers has created employment
for a considerable number of people.

tivity. The institute was on track in terms
of assisting government departments, individuals and businesses to meet the productivity challenges in South Africa. In or-

der to realise this vision, the NPI changed
its functional operational processes to a
project/programme-based cross-functional
team approach.
Growing sustainable SMMEs
Supporting small enterprises was, and still
is, a key objective of the NPI. This enables
them to realise their potential and play a
pivotal role in contributing to the country’s
economic growth and employment levels.
However, in order to meet government’s
social objectives, a conducive environment
was needed, with opportunities for more
labour-absorbing economic activities and
new businesses encouraged to proliferate
and expand.

The Yesinthu Project was designed to create employment in rural areas.

There is much debate around whether we
can and should introduce skills to create
a more productive and competitive small
and micro sector. The NPI’s experiences
through its PCBP and practical solutions
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have found that, by providing practical
guidance and sharing lessons learnt,
SMMEs are indeed more productive and
able to maintain and grow jobs.
Taking all this into consideration, a
partnership between the NPI and the Small
Enterprise Development Agency (seda)
was signed. The aim of the partnership
was to train small enterprises and service
providers in productivity concepts such
as entrepreneurship, life skills, economic
concepts and productivity improvement
through the PCBP. The collaboration served
as a guiding hand to nurture and develop
SMMEs into productive and competitive
entities, with the capacity to positively
influence our economy and assist with
Accelerated and Shared Growth for South
Africa’s (ASGISA) objectives.
The programme was ultimately implemented in seven provinces throughout
the country (excluding Gauteng and Western Cape); the NPI had a separate memorandum of understanding (MoU) with the
Gauteng Enterprise Propeller.
Key national partnerships and alliances
• The organisation was successful in
joining forces with the Development
Bank of Southern Africa, South African
Local Government Association and the
Department of Provincial and Local Government in designing and launching the
well-known Vuna Awards. The awards
are aimed at building the capacity of local
government and celebrating excellence.

• Partnerships with development agents
such as The W Kellogg Foundation were
also built. A positive result of this was
the training of productivity coaches to
address the needs of SMMEs, particularly
with regards to enhancing their sustainable growth and the creation of jobs.
• A PCBP, in partnership with Goldfields,
was implemented in which 500 SMME
owners and workers participated.
• A Congress of South African Trade
Unions (Cosatu) and NPI partnership
project to support job creation in rural
communities was established in the
Western Cape.
• The NPI developed a Company Comparative Analysis Tool to promote the
competitiveness of enterprises. The
tool was utilised by the dti, the NAMAC
Trust and the Eastern Cape Develop-

ment Corporation to assess competitiveness of major companies and SMMEs.
• An MoU was jointly drawn up by the
NPI and the DoE to incorporate productivity concepts into the school
curriculum.
• As part of its mandate as a signatory
to a Productivity Declaration, the NPI,
in partnership with the Commonwealth
Secretariat and the ILO, assisted in
creating and strengthening productivity
institutions in the African region. Countries which received assistance included
Kenya, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
Productivity accelerates economic development and the NPI, therefore, had a critical role to play in assisting government
succeed in its targeted objectives through
ASGISA. The scope and quality of the
NPI’s programmes were a translation of

The Chamber of Commerce and Industry - Johannesburg takes
pleasure in congratulating Productivity SA on its 40 years
of valuable service to the business community. The initiatives
launched by the organisation have played a significant role in
helping South African companies deal with the challenges of
doing business in the changing circumstances over the past four
decades. We wish you continued success in all your undertakings.
Keith N Brebnor, CEO, Chamber of Commerce and Industry - Johannesburg
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the organisation’s vision to become the
productivity champion for sustainable
socio-economic development.
The NPI fulfilled its mandate towards spearheading the productivity initiative in South
Africa, which was recognised beyond our
borders: under the very capable leadership
of Dr Dladla and her executive team, the
NPI was increasingly seen as the productivity gateway to the African continent.
Affirming itself as an internationally documented leader in the field of productivity,
this period saw the NPI command a larger
platform in its reach, making a significant
contribution towards the objectives of the
ASGISA and inspiring South Africans towards greater productivity achievements
on the country’s path to sustainable socio-economic development.
Increasing enterprise
competitiveness and productivity
Through productivity related information
and knowledge, implementation of best
operating practices, practical turnaround
solutions and specific productivity interventions, the NPI helped facilitate competitiveness and increased productivity in
enterprises fundamental to achieving the
country’s targeted economic growth.
The Social Plan, a successful collaboration
between management and labour aimed at
assisting companies in distress, preventing
job losses and creating new opportunities,
was gaining momentum.

An initiative of the DoL and managed
by the NPI, the Social Plan established
Future Forums to develop strategies and
turnaround solutions to assist companies
facing immediate closure.

Increased competitiveness can only be
achieved by adopting best operating practices within organisations, and the Workplace Challenge programme reported significant achievements for this period.

The NPI also embarked on a joint initiative
with Cosatu to develop an additional strategic programme to create job opportunities.

Continuing efforts to meet the needs of
the economy and fulfil the objectives of
government to increase growth, achieve
greater equity and higher employment
levels were achieved though the establishment of new clusters.

A successful marketing campaign through
radio and outdoor advertising was also implemented to target both business owners
and employees to create awareness about
the turnaround solutions offered by the
programme. The campaign resulted in a
record number of hits on the NPI website,
and subsequent referrals.

In addition, the NPI’s productivity improvement processes and systems were being
used to improve levels of operational efficiency and cost effectiveness of services
in various organisations.

Social Plan Interventions
Geographic spread of social plan interventions 2008/9
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A new direction: 2005 - 2008
Over recent years, the South African
economy has undergone significant macroeconomic reform and trade liberalisation. Amongst various noteworthy events,
in 1994 South Africa became a democratic
society with the change to the new government of national unity. It is historical
milestones such as these that had important implications for the domestic economy’s macroeconomic and sectoral policy
reforms which, in turn, had an impact on
different economic sectors.
Empowering through
skills development
The shortage of suitably skilled labour
was another factor identified by ASGISA
that required attention. The NPI built
on its interventions over the past few
years in terms of education and skills
development to ensure that the human
resources of both the present and the
future had the right competencies to meet
the country’s targeted growth of 6%.
In response to this, the NPI focussed on
the education system and yielded excellent results. A partnership was signed with
the National Department of Education,
aimed at developing productive mindsets
and productivity competencies, and focussing on General Education and Training (GET) participants throughout South
Africa. In August 2005, a pilot-programme
was initiated with productivity values and

concepts amongst 105 DoE education
specialists representing all provinces, and
214 school principals, heads of departments and teachers. In addition, 584 Education, Training and Development (ETD)
service providers completed training.
To ensure that productivity specific competencies formed part of the organisational workplace skills plans, a number
of skills development facilitators across
all economic sectors were trained in productivity. In addition, managers from the
public and private sector were trained to
improve organisational competitiveness
and productivity.

Early education in productivity ensures motivated learners
become efficient workers.

The first productivity specific qualification
aimed at National Qualification Framework
(NQF) level 5 – the Certificate in Productivity Management – was developed. This
was followed by the development of the
NQF level 5 Learnership – the Productivity Management Learnership. The NPI also
achieved accreditation as an ETD service
provider with Services Sector Education
and Training Authority (SETA).
Stepping up a gear
In order to assist the government to
deliver on its national mandate of effective and efficient service delivery, the
NPI intensified its productivity interventions throughout the public sector. The
NPI trained managers within government
to improve their productivity competencies. To increase levels of operational
efficiency and cost effectiveness of service, the NPI worked with Eskom, Transwerk, Spoornet, the Legal Aid Board, The
Development Bank of South Africa and
Pretoria Zoo.
During the 2005/06 period, the NPI elevated its position to that of an internationally documented leader in the field of
productivity. The establishment of strategic international relationships and partnerships with the APO and the Japan Productivity Centre, as well as relationships
with its African counterparts through the
PAPA, was expected to bear fruit in the
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coming years by bolstering productivity on the continent. Indeed, there was
a considerable increase in activity within
the PAPA movement, and the NPI began
to see exciting results from its association
with both the PAPA and the APO.
The NPI’s promotional campaign to promote and enhance productivity of enterprises and individuals was successfully
executed through media partnerships and
participation of key stakeholders from government, business and organised labour.
The Productivity Month campaign (which
had evolved from its diminutive predecessor, Productivity Week) was highly successful and included the launch of the

first provincial productivity campaign in
Limpopo, highlighting the region’s commitment to sustainable economic development and growth. In addition, productivity
workshops, debates and seminars aimed
at SMMEs and school and technikon learners, were held throughout the country.
The month culminated in the SA Productivity Awards Banquet, where the Minister of Labour provided the keynote address. Various organisations were honoured for significant and sustainable productivity improvements in their working
environments.
At the institutional level, greater efforts
were made to review all productivity tools

and techniques to identify gaps and ensure
that the NPI offered its clients cuttingedge interventions. This process was completed and a strategy to achieve the objectives was put in place. The Workplace
Skills Plan was developed and submitted
to the DoL, and a Competency Plan for
2006/2007 was completed.
Key achievements
For the NPI, 2006/2007 was indeed a
memorable phase in terms of achievements and growth. The organisation affirmed itself as the leader in productivity
in terms of increasing enterprise competitiveness and productivity, fundamental
to achieving the country’s targeted economic growth.

The World Confederation of Productivity Science was pleased to work with Productivity SA in
organising the XVth World Productivity Congress in South Africa in 2008 for two main reasons:
firstly, because this was the first World Productivity Congress to be held anywhere in Africa and
we wanted to recognise the growing importance of Africa on the global stage; and secondly, because
Productivity SA turned out to be such effective and delightful partners and Congress hosts.
We will not forget our time in South Africa, the welcome we received, nor the effective and efficient
way in which Productivity SA put together an amazing event.
We congratulate you on your 40th anniversary, and we are sure you have a big role to play over the
next period of South Africa's economic development.
John Heap, Director, National Productivity Centre, UK, and President, World Confederation of Productivity Science
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In collaboration with its key partners, the
NPI’s strategic objectives were translated
into tangible results.
These were evident in the organisation's
ongoing dedication and commitment towards promoting and developing a culture
of productivity in all sectors of South African society; accelerating the transformation of enterprises, including those within
the 'second' economy, through productivity interventions to enhance their global
competitiveness; and conducting extensive research on factors that impact on
productivity; and providing excellent service to both the public and private sectors
on issues to improve the country’s productivity levels.

Productivity knowledge and awareness
In 2006, the NPI successfully promoted
productivity with the launch of South Africa’s Productivity Movement, through
which it created awareness of the role of
productivity in driving economic growth
and creating jobs.
The main objective was to cultivate a
culture of productivity, and inspire every citizen to take individual responsibility for being more productive and finding
better ways of doing things, and so contributing to the economy and helping to
improve the lives of all South Africans.
To promote and fast track the transfer of
productivity skills, both to South Africa

The work of Productivity SA and its vision “…to lead and
inspire a productive and competitive South Africa…” accentuates
our need to invest in a critical mass of an I-CAN-DO nation
– a people passionate about innovation. We congratulate
Productivity SA on celebrating its 40th year of existence and
join many South African leaders in wishing this institute another
exciting 40 years. Most importantly, it would serve the country
well if the South Africa of 2049 were to be the Most Globally
Competitive Country on the World Competitiveness Yearbook
and other global competitiveness scorecards.
Mpho Makwana, Group Executive, Transformation & Corporate Affairs

and the rest of Africa, the NPI initiated the
establishment of strategic partnerships
with Asian productivity experts.
These partnerships culminated in a successful international roundtable conference hosted by the NPI and the APO in
August 2006, where Asian and African
countries shared their experiences on
productivity movements and their effect
on national economies.
A master plan with a clear five year programme was developed to drive productivity movements on the continent.
Skills development and accelerated
productivity enhancement
The educational programmes imparting
skills development and the growth of
productivity mindsets for young learners
through to schools leavers, educators,
and education and trainings specialists,
was a priority during 2006/2007.
Through productivity training, hundreds
of ETD service providers were trained as
distributors of productivity; thousands of
FET learners were exposed to productivity concepts; and many Foundation Phase
Teachers were trained in productivity principles, values and their application.
A pilot study was also successfully conducted to assess the feasibility of teaching
productivity concepts and values to Foundation Phase learners in Grades R to 3, using the National Curriculum Statement.
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'Second' economy
productivity interventions
Partnerships with key stakeholders in the
SMME development and support sector
resulted in the widespread implementation of the PCBP. The PCBP had proven to
be successful in training micro and small
enterprises in productivity concepts needed to ensure their long term survival and
profitability.
The programme was hugely successful in
Gauteng and was implemented in the Free
State and Kwa-Zulu Natal. In this instance,
in a partnership with Ethekweni municipality, the NPI successfully trained 80 women
entrepreneurs in running their businesses
as profitable and sustainable enterprises.

Another partnership with seda was designed to develop ETD service providers
as intermediaries, who would then transfer productivity competencies to micro and
small enterprises over a two year period.
Productivity SA embraced the national
imperative to assist small businesses,
particularly in the 'second' economy, to
thrive and grow into healthy 'first' economy companies that would create jobs and
national wealth.
Hence, through its partnership with seda,
Productivity SA implemented a successful progamme that introduced productivity
improvement processes and techniques to
make these businesses viable and com-

Financial impact of SMME productivity improvement
Province

SMMEs trained
April 2007 - March 2008

Actual 2 week’s
savings achieved

Projected
annual savings

North West

372 (169M; 203F)

R1 512 398.15

R 39 322 351.90

Mpumalanga

231 (92M; 139 F)

R 280 608.41

R 7 295 818.66

Eastern Cape

281 (88M; 193F)

R1 095 773.12

R 28 490 101.12

KwaZulu-Natal

260 (134M; 126F)

R 297 602.04

R 7 737 653.04

Northern Cape

303 (116M; 187F)

R 57 789.70

R 1 502 532.20

Free State

285 (124M; 161F)

R 867 815.48

R 22 563 202.48

Limpopo

178 (76M; 102F)

R 345 794.13

R 8 990 647.38

TOTAL

1 910 (799M; 1 111F)

R4 457 781.03

R115 902 306.78

petitive. This programme successfully
reached out to the most disadvantaged entrepreneurs in the less economically active
rural-based provinces of South Africa.
Industry sector
collaborations and strategies
The NPI developed industry sector strategies to increase productivity and competitiveness within the Agriculture and Agroprocessing and Timber sectors. In addition,
strategies were completed for the dti’s Customised Sector Programme in the Furniture
Industry and Centre of Excellence in the
Leather Goods, and Footwear Sector.
Turnaround solutions for companies
In addition to the ever-successful Social
Plan, the NPI conducted a study to identify distressed sectors in South Africa, in
which most job losses are prevalent. This
information is being used to develop concrete intervention strategies to pro-actively
present and retain jobs in those sectors.
Labour-management collaboration
By addressing productivity challenges
in enterprises, the NPI learnt that true
competitiveness can only be attained
when the collaboration between management and workers is sound, resulting in improved productivity. For the period
under review, the Workplace Challenge
programme was able to report significant
achievements in meeting the needs of the
economy and fulfilling the objectives of government to increase growth and employment levels.
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Major interventions
• Public sector
The NPI’s primary objective in the public sector was to enable government to
deliver on its national mandate to ensure
efficient and effective service delivery. In
its quest to support constitutional imperatives and Batho Pele (principles within
service delivery in the public service
consultation; setting service standards;
ensuring courtesy; providing information;
openness and transparency; redress;
and value for money), the NPI promoted
productivity awareness and developed
relevant competencies of civil servants,
whilst conducting research to influence
policies that impact on productivity.
• Private sector
The NPI’s strategic objective in the private sector was to provide productivity
improvement solutions to private sector
enterprises and growth industry sectors
to increase productivity levels and competitiveness.
• Sector initiatives
Through the Sector Initiatives Programme the NPI aimed to improve productivity in growth sectors by facilitating collaboration between enterprises
within a sector. It assisted in the establishment of clusters of enterprises,
both small and large, together with
organised labour and industry associations, to forge a common strategy for
that sector.

Research and knowledge management
The NPI’s research programme aimed at
generating productivity related information that impacted on policy and practices
to enhance local productivity and competitiveness. In partnership with relevant
stakeholders, it conducted research and
published research reports, productivity statistics and case studies, conducted
seminars and disseminated information.
In 2007, this unit released South Africa’s
latest productivity statistics during a media
briefing session held at the NPI’s offices in
Midrand. The National Productivity Statistics covered the period of 1996-2005, and
provided a comprehensive overview and
analysis of the productivity position of the
key economic sectors of the South African
economy, and offered some explanation
on the trends revealed. The main sectors
under spotlight in this study included
• the primary sector (agriculture, fishing,
forestry, mining and quarrying)
• the secondary sector (manufacturing,
electricity and gas)
• the tertiary sector (wholesale, retail
trade, accommodation, transport,
storage, communication, finance,
real estate and business services).
National Schools Productivity Debates
In 2005, the NPI partnered with the DoE
to create the National Schools Productivity
Debates. Through these annual debating
competitions the NPI sought not only
to teach and develop productivity skills

National Schools Productivity Debates ensures that the
importance of productivity is learned at a young age.

and competencies to Grade 11 learners
from various schools around the country,
but also to challenge the youth to utilise
their understanding of productivity and its
importance in driving economic success.
These young people are the future leaders
and drivers of our economy, and it is vital
that they are taught to understand and participate successfully in it at an early age. In
that way, when learners eventually join the
mainstream economy, they are sensitised
to productivity values and concepts, and
their impact on the economy.
The finals involve two qualifying schools
engaging each other on practical interventions to enable the youth to develop a productive culture, and the topics for debate
vary each year. In turn, these young people become ambassadors of productivity,
spreading knowledge to other learners and
schools. The national champions take home
a cheque of R20 000 for their school.
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A brand new look
Market research conducted on the NPI’s
services revealed that the organisation’s
activities, the work it does, the value it
adds to businesses, and its contribution
towards transforming South Africa into
a globally competitive and productive
nation was not well understood, and the
brand had become tired.
In rejuvenating the organisation, the NPI
team spent many months preparing to
build and align the NPI brand to represent
the spirit and ethos of a vibrant organisation, able to anticipate the changing needs
and rise to the vision of enhancing a culture of productivity in South Africa.
The process began at the very beginning with a new name. The name had to clearly
describe the organisation’s core functions;
a name that would define the organisation
as an advocate for productivity in South
Africa; and position it as a positive and proactive organisation.
The new name had to suggest that even
though the NPI was established by government, the organisation is, in fact, a public/
private sector partner, and is structured as
a model South African business.
The chosen name, Productivity SA, represented all these unique synergies and
achieved all the objectives. It is also a call
to action for all South Africans to unite in
the campaign to improve the country’s
productivity.

The next phase of the organisation’s evolutionary process was the creation of a
new logo. This had to symbolically reinforce the organisation’s passion for human development and acknowledge it as
a people-focused organisation.
The new logo, therefore, illustrates the
organisation’s three stakeholder groups:

government, organised labour and business. The new brand identity proclaims
Productivity SA’s national pride by borrowing shades of yellow, red and blue from the
South African flag.
The holistic new brand identity gave the
organisation the opportunity to effect
change; it serves to remind South Africans

The rationale for the new brand
human figures form the basis of the
identity as Productivity SA is a peoplefocused company

cogs of the industry rolling into each other
inspired the shapes with which the figures
fit into one another

three figures represent government,
organised labour and business

the shape forms a natural spiral movement
to the right, representing the transfer
of energy from one figure to the other,
showing continuous growth

the colours represent those of our
national flag. Growing our productivity
levels will contribute to the prosperity of
all South Africans
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Productivity SA has provided a great service for the Western Cape over the past 40 years in flying
the flag of manufacturing excellence and in driving lean manufacturing principles. This has been
backed by interventions such as the Social Plan, and individual firm level interventions that have
assisted many hundred of firms in the province. The annual Productivity SA Productivity Awards
have been a highlight in the province, and an excellent tool for raising awareness about this critical
area of change. In a highly globalised economy, high levels of productivity and the application of the
principles of world class manufacturing will be the cornerstone for the survival of our manufacturing
and service sectors. We look forward to the next 40 years of interventions and co-operation with
Productivity SA in the Western Cape.
Nigel Gwynne-Evans, Director: Manufacturing Industry Development, Economic Development & Tourism

of who they are, what they stand for and
where we are going as a country.
The inspiring new corporate identity was
launched on 15 October 2007 to a very
positive response.

”Strong branding is not just a promise to our customers, to our partners,
to our stakeholders, and to our communities; it is also a promise to ourselves. In that sense it is about using
the brand as a beacon, as a compass
for determining the right actions, for
staying on course, for evolving a culture, for inspiring a company to reach
its full potential.”
Charly Fiorina, Former Chairman
and CEO of HP on the importance
of a strong brand identity.

Our brand promise
“We are dedicated to enhancing the stature
of South Africa as a leading, competitive
nation.”

Productivity SA values
• It challenges assumptions through
innovation and creativity;
• It enhances the productivity of all
South Africans;
• It achieves customer satisfaction
through service excellence;
• It is equity-driven in all its
interventions; and
• It is socially and
environmentally conscious.
Productivity SA personality
• Dynamic
• Creative
• Engaging
• Communicative
• Authoritative
• Pro-active, and
• Team-oriented leaders.
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Productivity SA hosts Africa’s first
World Productivity Congress
Every two years the World Productivity
Congress (WPC) is held to review, learn
and accelerate the cause of productivity
as probably the most effective means of
developing competitive businesses and
economies, with the recent added responsibility of guiding economic practices towards environmental sustainability.
According to Professor Tor Dahl, one of the
previous event’s key speakers, global productivity growth has been slowing since
1973, and a major purpose of the latest
conference was to discuss the root causes
of this worrying phenomenon.

• Uncovering the critical relationship
between the migration of skills,
productivity and competitiveness; and
• Best practices and case studies.
Boasting more than 1 000 delegates
from 42 countries around the world,
the speaker list included productivity
experts, intellectuals and business and
government executives from various
countries, including China, Norway, the
United Kingdom, Malaysia, USA, Canada,
Sweden and South Africa. Attendees
typically comprise
• economists and senior bankers;
• executive officers of multinational corporations;

Since its inaugural gathering in Mumbai,
India, in 1974, the WPC, held under the
auspices of the World Confederation
of Productivity Sciences (WCPS), had
convened on every inhabited continent
except Africa.
These congresses have proved to be significant catalysts for spreading productivity practices in the regions where they
were held. Hosted by a very proud Productivity SA, Africa’s first WPC convened
at Sun City from 22 - 24 September 2008
and keynote speakers addressed the following issues:
• Productivity’s latest trends and tools;
• How the efficient use of resources
and ‘green practices’ will sustain your
organisation in an uncertain future;

The WPC attracts a panel of international speakers.

• high level government officials;
• academics and policy-makers;
• directors and executive managers of
public and private sector productivity
organisations; and
• consultants in productivity and quality.
It is this breadth of expertise and experience that makes this bi-annual congress a
key event in shaping future organisational,
industrial and governmental approaches to
productivity strategies and development.
Over the three days the Congress advanced along four ‘tracks’, namely productivity drivers; sustainable enterprises;
global human resource migration; and case
studies/best practices.

It is my honour to work with
Productivity SA. I have witnessed the
world-class productivity practices of
Productivity SA, undertaken by its
pool of highly trained people, and am
impressed with the well-organised
productivity promotion programmes
that reach out to various stakeholders
in the country. The achievement of
Productivity SA is never by chance,
but by the great effort in strategising,
planning and execution of strategic
programmes over time.
It is my sincere wish to Productivity
SA for every success in its efforts in
promoting productivity and shaping
the future competitiveness landscape of
South Africa. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Productivity SA
for its support and contribution to the
APO-PAPA partnership programme
to develop productivity practitioners
in the African continent.
Kelvin Chan Keng Chuen, Director and Principal Consultant,
Teian Consulting International Pte Ltd, Singapore
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A Future Unfolds: 2009 and Beyond
With a revised brand identity, focused
vision and mission, new chairperson at
the helm, and a country whose tripartite
alliance of labour, business and government has repeatedly proven its commitment to improved productivity and efficiency, Productivity SA’s future looks
brighter than ever.
Its way forward is chartered along a number of highlighted routes, in particular revenue, people, stakeholders and processes.
Revenue
While Productivity SA is dedicated to making a significant economic impact on the
country, limited funding has imposed very
real constraints on the level of success it
has enjoyed. To this end, the organisation
has approached various potential stakeholders and aims to raise around half a billion rands in revenue by 2014. In addition,
in his June 2009 budget speech, the Minister of Labour committed to expanding
SETAs in terms of skills development as
a means of focusing on SMMEs, in particular turning those companies around that
are facing difficulties in the current economic climate.
People
Productivity SA is an organisation run by
people, not machines or assets. It will
continue, therefore, with its philosophy of
multi-skilling its staff while simultaneously

introducing a dual advancement structure:
this will retain the current arrangement
whereby people are promoted based on
structure and leadership requirements,
while introducing an additional element
based on competence. It is important,
however, for Productivity SA to improve
on knowledge retention, ensuring that
information resides with the organisation
and does not leave with exiting staff.
Stakeholders
The organisation aims to improve its level of
priority as understood by the DoL, as well
as increasing the importance of its future
role in the Department of Economic Development. It also anticipates being invited to
play a stronger role by government in the
economics and productivity of the country;
is exploring other methods of expansion
through accredited service providers; and
intends having greater involvement in salary issues related to productivity.
Processes
Going forward, Productivity SA will
employ state-of-the-art technology to
automate solutions in order that interventions are standardised across the organisation. It has previously shied away
from promoting technology as a driver of
productivity, as the perception was that
this denied the workforce important jobs.
Now, however, Productivity SA acknowledges that it must embrace technology in

its quest for real productivity, and intends
doing so by partnering with various government bodies, such as the Department
of Science and Technology.
It is vital that Productivity SA moves away
from the banner of ‘a’ leader in productivity and competitiveness in South Africa,
to one of ultimate authority. In addition,
it will continue to position itself as a credible leader in the field throughout Africa,
and as one of the best productivity institutions in the world.
In addition to these four tactical pillars
of growth, the Workplace Challenge programme and Social Plan are vital components of the organisation’s targeted
sustained and improved success for
the future.
Workplace Challenge programme
The Workplace Challenge programme,
which enhances the productivity and competitiveness of enterprises by improving
their workplace relations and developing
World-class or Best Operating Practices,
is one of two core programmes targeted
by Productivity SA to move forward.
This affordable programme, aimed primarily at SMMEs, was developed and is
funded by the dti, although it is managed
by Productivity SA. SMMEs are currently
regarded as the country’s ‘second’ econ-
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Trade and Investment KZN congratulates Productivity SA on
its milestone 40th anniversary. The relationship between our two
organisations is much appreciated as we work hand in hand to best
serve the interests of business and our communities. Best wishes in
your future endeavours.
Zamo Gwala, Chief Executive Officer, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal

omy, however Productivity SA seeks to
transform these companies and industries
into an integral part of the ‘first’ economy
through skills development.
Vision of the Workplace
Challenge programme
• To be the preferred partner of small
and medium businesses in their pursuit
of competitiveness.

occurred between 1996 and 2005. Since
August 2006, the Workplace Challenge
programme has been reorganised into
small five or six geographical company
clusters (user groups), learning together
over a period of two years to apply worldclass competitiveness principles by means
of a Workplace Transformation Toolkit.

Mission of the Workplace
Challenge programme
• To facilitate collaboration between
management and labour in small and
medium businesses; and
• To create a culture of continuous
improvement, resulting in improved
business performance.

To date, Productivity SA as successfully
accelerated productivity levels within
the largest organisations in the country
through improved levels of operational
efficiency and cost effectiveness of
service. In fact, over the past three years
Productivity SA has been involved in
facilitating productivity improvement in
some 400 companies employing over
70 000 people.

Implementing the Workplace
Challenge programme
A phased-in approach
The Workplace Challenge programme was
initiated in January 1995, and several sectoral and regional cluster interventions

Setting up
In the first phase, an assigned Change
Facilitator assists the enterprise in setting up its Best Operating Practices programme by
• helping to select the internal project

manager (Champion) and members of
the Plant Level Committee; and
• providing on-site coaching in structuring
enterprise work groups (mini businesses).
Sensitisation
In the second phase, the Change Facilitator assists with the buy-in of employees
and builds support for the transformation
process.
Toolkit application
In the third phase, the Workplace Transformation Toolkit and mini business materials are introduced to the enterprise. The
Change Facilitator coaches internal trainers in the correct use of these materials,
with participating enterprises providing
regular feedback through monthly audits
and performance reports.
Social Plan
The second programme central to Productivity SA’s continued success is the Social
Plan. A DoL programme, the Social Plan is
designed to put in early warning systems
to prevent job losses and return failing
businesses to health and profitability.
This programme was given over to Productivity SA to manage and implement,
which it has done with excellent results
for the past eight years.
With the help of a state-of-the-art diagnostic tool, Productivity SA is able to perform
a quick diagnosis to identify crisis areas
within the company. Management and
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employees are then encouraged to work in
collaboration with Productivity SA to develop and implement a turnaround strategy.

SMMEs play a significant role in the South
African economy by way of absorbing
mostly unskilled and semi-skilled labour,
given the high unemployment rate.

Since its inception in 2000, the Turnaround
Solutions component of the programme
has saved over 86 547 existing jobs and
created more than 586 new jobs.
Additional programmes of note
The Workplace Challenge programme and
Social Plan are supported in their role as
standard bearers of Productivity SA’s strategy moving forward by a number of additional and already successful programmes:

Prof Kobus Laubsher

Ms Pulane Masebe

Ms Simi Siwisa

Mr Bongani Coka

• Enterprise Productivity
and Competitiveness;
• Knowledge Management and Research;
• Productive Behaviour and
Competencies Programme;
• Productive Capacity Building Programme;
• Research and Advocacy; and
• Strategic Leadership on Productivity.
Productivity Capacity
Building Programme
The SMME business sector is an important wealth generator and plays a pivotal
role in poverty alleviation in South Africa.
This sector provides employment to 44%
of the economically active population, and
collectively contributes 33% of the country’s GDP.

Ms Leela Reddy

Mr Sam Morotoba

Mr Mthunzi Mdwaba

Mr Zola Sicwebu

The South African economy is divided
into ‘first’ and ‘second’ economies, the
former being patterned by competitive,
growth oriented, resourced and highly
skilled businesses, while the latter is
characterised by small, micro and informal businesses, largely unregistered. The
contribution of the ‘second’ economy is
potentially substantial and impacts on the
daily lives of millions of people living in
South Africa.
It has been argued that there is very little
that can be done to bridge the gap between the two economies, yet Productivity SA has demonstrated that it is indeed
possible.
In view of the key importance of this
sector for the economic and social wellbeing of so many South Africans, Productivity SA has introduced the PCBP. The
programme focuses on poverty alleviation projects and intends to enhance the
business skills of participants.
With this programme, Productivity SA has
already transformed more than 1.8 million
small and micro enterprises into sustainable and viable businesses. Sustained
profitability, underpinned by efficient
business processes, has become the operative phrase for these enterprises.
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CASE STUDY: Valpre
A familiar brand with South African consumers, Valpre stood at
the risk of closure some years ago before Productivity SA stepped in.
Valpre was started on a farm as an agricultural type enterprise employing 36 people,
the majority of whom were farm workers
with low levels of literacy and education.
The challenge, says plant manager Louis
Lombard, was in "closing the gap" by effectively communicating business knowledge, both upwards and downwards, in
the ranks of the operation. According to
Lombard, when he was sent to clean up,
the plant operating conditions were chaotic and the business was running at a loss.

Significantly, they had arrived at a good
enough grasp of productivity to evaluate
their own performance and that of the
company.

Productivity SA intervened in the form
of senior productivity advisor Robinson
Legoabe, who had been sent to help
salvage the operation. Legoabe did an indepth diagnostic analysis of the business,
together with Lombard, looking at operational, financial and human relations
aspects, pinpointing all the problem areas
of the business.

The organisation’s efficiency was established to have grown from between 55%
and 72%, to 85%. The message to the
people of Valpre was that quality standards
were directly linked to their attitude – that
“what you see and do” had a direct bearing
on the success of the company. By doing
justice to one’s job, you would automatically be doing justice to the organisation.

By mid 2002, the organisation had undergone a radical change. Staff had been educated across the board in the understanding of basic business principles and value
to company. Losses were down because
the use of raw materials had been maximised, and staff had been empowered
with enough knowledge to completely buy
into the business.

The staff complement comprised a broad
spectrum, incorporting people between
18 and 45 years old, consisting of 80%
women. The challenge was to create an
appreciation of the importance of concepts,
such as waste, among this team.

“Not everyone wanted to adapt," said
Lombard, and Legoabe stressed how
important it was to customise the
programme. People had to appreciate
the importance of the outcome of their
labour, and evaluate the knowledge they
had acquired.

Legoabe had to teach the staff how to
utilise productivity information, as some
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people had low levels of commitment and
had to be forced to become more actively
involved in their work. As he and Lombard
were both from Johannesburg, staff
members were suspicious and concerned
that they would be exploited; a challenge
that had to be overcome.
Under these circumstances a series of
modules was implemented. The warmup module imparted knowledge of the
concept of the ‘consumer’, something that
was quite foreign to staff.
The second module taught factors that
influence the market, such as quality,
price and availability, and laid a foundation
for setting targets of productivity, quality and availability to sell products at competitive prices.
Through participative teamwork, issues
were diagnosed that had to be addressed
to improve the organisation. Staff had to
buy into the concept of performance and
take ownership of the programme.
This had a very positive effect, says Lombard. People started visualising their job
changing and seeing good alternatives
through heightened awareness of efficiency and the importance of avoiding
wastage. It became clear that, by the company making more profit, job opportunities
would be improved.
It also became increasingly important
that not all staff members would make a

meaningful contribution to the organisation, and the culprits not doing so were
identified by other members of staff, for
example, by throwing the spotlight on issues like absenteeism.
By improving productivity across the
board, tangible results started to be seen
in the form of wage increases and more
job opportunities, with the plant hiring 30
more people.
At the same time a productivity awareness programme was undertaken. The
statistics were dramatic: the company
had grown by 330% since 2001, and
salary increases had grown by 357%.
There was no doubt in the staff’s minds
how their productivity had improved not
only their plant, but also their own quality
of life.

Legoabe said "very hard work" had been
put in at that stage, especially from Lombard at management level, to enable a full
display of efficiency levels for the plant.
Legoabe himself had earned the name
‘umafolafola’, meaning ‘being productive’,
among the Valpre staff. Graphs were displayed of the Valpre operation, efficiency
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was measured on a daily basis, and issues such as the importance of quantifying waste became high priority. Legoabe
would periodically visit the plant and
check the knowledge transfer had been
applied at the place of work.
Staff had been empowered to show initiative in improving their jobs, and generally
the culture was one of a "high level of commitment," states Lombard. He refers to an
amazing culture shift that had taken place,
singling out the example of a rural woman
employed at the plant who would move
seamlessly between her rural experience
and the sophisticated computerised office
environment.
What was further achieved was a new
mind shift recognising the significance of
profit and loss, where previously there had
been a ‘don’t care’ attitude, especially towards waste. People were taught to think
in recycling mode, and to appreciate that
water is an expensive commodity, and not
actually free, as previously assumed.
What resulted from upholding these values were bonuses for staff whose performance exceeded what was required;
knowledge on how to use funds; further
contributions to the organisation; and an
ultimate impact on the quality of the life of
employees.
Moreover, a transformation had taken
place, from a rural mindset to a more
sophisticated urban one – allowing people

to see the bigger picture that affects
their overall quality of life and, ultimately,
their contribution to the local economy.
The future is looking bright for the people
at Valpre. The more senior employees
have been promoted to a supervisory
level, and senior management are effective team leaders.
An example of an empowered individual
is that of Bongani Ndlozi, now holding
the position of plant supervisor. He has
sound technological knowledge and has
been motivated to study towards his N4
Electrical Engineering Certificate.

Other workers are also undergoing computer training in Vryheid, while others still are
encouraged to study alternative subjects. If
they perform well and pass their exams, the
company pays for their studies.
The factory area has been extended for
the blow-moulding of bottles and, because of this, special electrical upgraded
lines have been ”doing their own thing,”
harnessing their own creativity, and actualising their own suggestions in the
workplace. Morale is so high that overtime is worked voluntarily and the approach in the workplace is ”world class,”
says Lombard.
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CASE STUDY: Serco Industries
Unlocking human capital.
Serco Industries builds refrigerated semi
trailers, while Serco Repairs builds trucks
and rebuilds truck bodies and trailers.
Serco buys tyres, makes chassis, adds
key electrical components, builds up the
fibreglass composite boxes that sit on the
chassis, and bolts the two together so that
they are tractor-ready. The clients, usually
hauliers and retailers, then add the refrigeration plant.
Towards the end of 2003 repairs were
consistently being completed late and
returned with ongoing faults. In addition,
there was a need to improve the efficiency
of the manufacturing process.
Two other factors worsened the problem:
the deteriorating reputation of Serco
Repairs was affecting the image of Serco’s
new build operation; and competitive
operations were making inroads. Orders
dwindled and jobs at Serco Repairs were
under threat.
Enter the Social Plan, an initiative of the
DoL whose purpose was to rescue businesses under threat and regenerate them.
Durban-based business consultant Mike
Horton suggested that they apply for Social
Plan funding to address the problems facing
the company, with the intention of turning
the operation around.
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Having secured the funding, Horton’s first
job was to complete a situational analysis
of how the company was operating. What
was immediately clear was that problems
that directly affected delivery and quality
were simply not being communicated.
The attachment of a mudguard to a trailer
was taking four hours rather than the thirty
minutes it should because the operator
had not been properly trained. Certain
simple functions were taking up to four
men rather than one because they did not
have the right equipment. However, none
of this was being brought to the attention
of senior management.
A conspiracy of silent blame was the root of
the problem. Supervisory middle management’s attitude of turning a blind eye had
its own knock-on effect, with operators
taking little care of their work stations.
There is no overnight solution to this
type of entrenched behaviour, but what
Horton decided upon meant that – to an
extent – both sides could retain face: he
introduced leadership training and coaching, specifically to align relationships between management and all employees,
so they could all understand the realities
of running a business. These were conducted in English and Zulu.
But the key factor was the methodology
he adopted. He based the Social Plan
solution on a concept called Dual
Behavioural Modelling, which essentially

allows one side to present how they see
an issue and to discuss it on their own
terms, and the other to do the same.
Often, as in many conflict resolution
scenarios, this simple opportunity to
present the view as you see it can have
lasting benefits.
Such benefits included empowering
staff to speak up, where previously
there had been no culture of ideas and
problem sharing; a safety competition
which reaped a 100% response; and a
suggestions box initiative which resulted
in good ideas. More fundamentally, senior
operators are now controlling a lot more
of the business and have been promoted
because of it, and 35 jobs were saved.
In addition, managers now have much
more of a sense of what their role is. There
had, for instance, been concerns about the
ability of one very mild and unassertive
middle manager; since the intervention he
has grown in confidence and leadership
ability, and has been promoted.
Thus, it can be seen that the intervention
has had far reaching effects, precisely because it has been far-reaching in its coverage, both in terms of time spent (18 months
is the minimum for any cultural change to
be lastingly effective) and bases covered.
Both consultant and client agree that the
broad-based holistic approach offered by
the Social Plan initiative has been of substantial benefit to the business, taking it to
another level and allowing it to realise its

vision of becoming the preferred supplier
in its area of expertise.
In real terms, the process – though still very
much ongoing – has been a tremendous
success: the maximum output of 28
new trailers a month has been reached
repeatedly while, in 2003, output was as
little as 12 units a month; on-time repairs
have increased from a middling 50% in
2005 to 80% in 2006; and shareholders
have approved new capital expenditure
on extensions and new equipment for the
first time in years, because cash flow can
now support it.
Finally, the trailer division is now applying
for ISO certification – a goal that would
have been unthinkable a few years ago.

In these times of constant change, a 40th anniversary tells the world that Productivity SA has evolved
to meet past and current challenges in a proactive, forward-looking manner. This is no easy task,
given the speed and scope of technological advances and socio-economic development.
I hope that this 40th anniversary will encourage Productivity SA to continue playing its role as
a leading productivity catalyst, not only in South Africa, but also for other African countries by
demonstrating possibilities and progress for a better world. The Asian Productivity Organisation, in
collaboration with its member countries, remains willing to share its knowledge and experience in the
productivity movement with South Africa. Please accept my sincere congratulations and best wishes
for the continuous development and prosperity of Productivity SA.
Shigeo Takenaka, APO Secretary General
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CASE STUDY: Blinds Syndicate
Good internal communication is the cornerstone of success.
The Blinds Syndicate, which was established in 1996 and has a staff complement
of 14, manufactured a variety of window
blinds for businesses and homes out of a
small 80m2 factory.
While management of the Blinds Syndicate had long term goals and objectives for
the company, these had never been crystalised into a clearly stated vision and mission, and no definite strategies had been
put in place to achieve their objectives.
Furthermore, its employees had never
been informed of the company’s long term
goals or plans, which meant that there was
little sense of personal ownership by staff,
and morale was generally low.

In 2007, the company implemented the
Workplace Challenge programme (WPC),
but the introduction of the programme met
with some resistance from staff members
who saw it merely as a means of increasing
their workload and, in some cases, a way
of retrenching employees. However, after
Productivity SA facilitators were brought in
to explain the purpose of the programme
and outline its potential benefits, staff
were more willing to accept that the
implementation of the WPC would impact
positively on their lives and futures.
Having overcome these initial misgivings,
the Blinds Syndicate rolled out the Goal
Alignment Toolkit, which saw management defining the goals, vision and mission
for the company, as well as their personal
development objectives. The company
was then organised into mini businesses
and the same process of company and
personal goal alignment was undertaken
with all staff.
The daily mini business meetings among
the various teams soon began to deliver
a variety of innovations being suggested
by staffers and workers. The fact that
many of these were actually implemented
resulted in a significant increase in morale
and a greater sense of ownership of the
company by its staff members.

The benefits of the WPC programme are evident in the results of the Blinds Syndicate:
• Since implementing the programme the
company has doubled its number of
employees, and the factory now occupies
more than 1 800m2 of floor space.
• Despite difficult economic times, recent
results have shown a 16.9% increase in
turnover between January and April
2009, building further on the 33%
increase experienced between 2007
and 2008.
• Quality has improved dramatically,
with the defect rate reduced to 0.32%.
	Of the 12 272 units delivered between
January and April 2009, only 40
were returned.
• Employee morale is vastly improved,
and this has resulted in absenteeism
levels staying constant, despite the
significant increase in staff numbers.
• The innovations introduced by staff
and management have eliminated
the production bottlenecks that existed
previously and promoted higher levels
of efficiency, with production time
reduced by 50%.
The Blinds Syndicate recently introduced
the WPC’s ‘5S’ Toolkit, which will undoubtedly see it continuing to build further
on its productivity successes.
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CASE STUDY: Jurgens Caravans
Rising to the challenge.
Jurgens-CI in Ga-Rankuwa in the North
West Province manufactures a number
of well-known caravan brands, including Sprite, Gypsy, Jurgens and the Jurgens Safari Off-road range. So successful is business it is difficult to keep up
with demand. This success can certainly
be attributed to the Productivity SAimplemented Workplace Challenge programme (WCP).
The figures speak for themselves: absenteeism down, quality up, and production
up an average of 21% a year since 2003
when the programme started, from 1 700
to 2 500 units. But the biggest improvement and the key to the success of the
WCP is that of communication and overall morale.
Management is clear about why they
chose to take up the WCP: at the time all

was not well between management and
the shop floor, and a holistic approach that
addressed a number of issues was needed. Jurgens is a manufacturing business
and the WCP is designed to streamline all
aspects of both the manufacturing process

and the human process, making people not
just cogs, but tools of change. It does this
by training all staff to set up and run mini
businesses in their departments or ‘green
areas,’ whose autonomy can even stretch
to challenging and addressing absenteeism, which in turn affects the team’s targets and those of the entire company.
It is clear that this has streamlined the factory. Racking of various areas of the factory is now much more efficient and this,
along with other housekeeping improvements, has made the overall production
process slicker and faster. The result is
less stress, less waste, less defects, less
time, more profit. But the key factor is that
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the business can now contribute tangibly
to the development of the people who
work there.

and better when they presented to each
other at the quarterly Bonareetsang (‘listen
and tell’).

Ga-Rankuwa is poor and fairly densely populated, and the largely Tswana-speaking
workforce has not had many educational
opportunities until recently. The training
aspect of the WCP begins to address that.

With positive exposure and training modules, those very same middle management
supervisors who were initially resistant to
the entire programme and felt threatened
by it were some of its biggest champions.
So much so that middle management supervisor and union shop steward Kaizer
Machidi said that, “people come to work
to enjoy themselves and are productive
and motivated.” Furthermore, additional
jobs have been created.

One of the innovations of the programme
that Jurgens quickly made was to ensure
that their sometimes illiterate supervisors
were taught the entire set of WCP modules, so as to be as equally informed as
their more literate colleagues.
This does not mean that the implementation of the programme was always
smooth. Many a time the Tswana-speaking Productivity SA facilitators were more
like mediators between suspicious workers and committed management. As for
the training itself, its core technical content
was production science, the science of improving production processes: this is now
something to which all 400 plus employees have been introduced.
Not only that, the cluster format of the
WCP, where companies are grouped and
share experiences of the process on a
quarterly basis, was a complete revelation
for management and workforce alike. Suddenly there was a platform for discussion
and a level playing field on which to compare notes. Colleagues across companies
challenged each other to perform better

According to MD Keith Lang, the programme has precipitated “phenomenal
growth and cut through the politics of labour and management. The Workplace
Challenge benefits individuals through
training and skills transfer, and it benefits
the company through better profits.”
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